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ELITE “DEFENDER 300” PROGRAM LAUNCHED - TARGETED AT HIGHLY-EXPERIENCED GUN
OWNERS NATIONWIDE
Purpose of the Defender 300 program is to train an elite cadre of 300, highly-committed, experienced gun owners to defend their businesses, churches, and schools from violent threat.
Chicago, IL, June 4, 2019: Distributed Security, Inc. (DSI) announced today the roll-out of it’s new Defender 300
program. The intent of Defender 300 is to create an elite cadre of 300 well-trained individuals that will be poised
to then help “distribute” physical security to their community enterprises, churches, and schools.
Mike Smock, President and Co-founder of DSI explains:
“Defender 300s (D300s) are trained and commissioned representatives, certified to present Distributed Security, Inc. offerings within their local communities. Prior military service or law enforcement experience is desired.
There is a rigorous application process and 20 hours of on-line training and testing required to become a D300.
As a certified representative, the D300 is compensated via a sales commission for business that results from
their representation.”
Defender 300s receive:
1. Commission off the sale of DSI enterprise services.
2. 33% discount off of DSI Combative Firearms (T4), Individual Tactics (T3), Tactical Medical, and
Tactical Communications training programs.
3. Access to all on-line Defense Academy content - manuals, videos, courses, training plans, etc.
4. Opportunity to qualify as a DSI certified instructor.
Les Leslie, Defender 300 Program Manager added:
“We ask a lot of our D300s which is why we offer a significant commission for business they generate. We do not
require any sort of an upfront payment from our D300 candidates or those who eventually certify. Our D300s get
free access to thousands of dollars of on-line training resources and they are able to take our Tier 4 and Tier 3
course offerings at cost (33% discount). But most importantly they will learn how to help enterprises within their
community mount an effective, sustainable, and profitable defense.”
The next D300 class kicks off July 1, 2019. Visit www.distributedsecurity.com/defender-300-program for details
on becoming a Defender 300 and to start the application process.
##
Distributed Security, Inc. is a private security firm. They are the creators of distributed security networks that
enable enterprises to develop private defense bases and operate private security forces capable of defending
immediate community assets. DSI offers enterprises a turnkey package of services including infrastructure, training, provisioning, and outsourcing. You can learn more about Distributed Security, Inc. at www.distributedsecurity.
com.

